
WORLD WAR LOOMS
The Holocaust



• Arbeit Macht Frei: “work sets you 
free”: the entrance sign over Auschwitz



Pre-1933

• Europe has long history of  anti-
Semitism (Jews have no 
homeland) 

• Germans believe Hitler’s claims, 
blame Jews for problems 

• Hitler comes to power in 1933



1933-1934

• Laws focused on limiting Jewish 
participation in German life. 

• Jews considered “politically unreliable” to 
serve as civil servants or state employees 

• excluded from schools and universities 
(law and medicine) 

• extra tax to attend public school

• Sign reads: Germany Defends You! 
Do not buy Jewish!



1935

• Jews denied citizenship 

• Illegal to intermarry 

• 3-4 Jewish grandparents=Jewish (even 
if  converted to Christianity) 

• forced to wear Star of  David badge

The Nuremberg Laws



1936

• Berlin Olympics 

• Hosting Olympics 
games used as 
propaganda to show 
the world a new, 
strong, and united 
Germany 

• Hid its racist, 
militaristic character 

• Anti-Jewish signs 
temporarily removed 
and actions halted



1937

• Legislation heightened 

• Jewish property must 
be registered 

• Jewish doctors cannot 
treat non-Jews 

• Jewish lawyers–
licenses revoked



Kristallnacht

• Kristallnacht–Nazis 
attack Jewish homes, 
businesses, synagogues 

• About 100 Jews killed, 100 
injured, 30,000 arrested 

• TURNING POINT: 
German passivity 
indicated to Hitler that 
public was “ready” for 
radical measures!



1938-1941

• 1938–Nazis try to speed up Jewish 
emigration 

• Refugee crisis - no country willing to 
take Jews; Plight of  the St. Louis 

• Forced relocation: Jews moved to 
“ghettos” to physically separate them 
from the rest of  society 

• Ghettos cleared out, residents lined 
up & shot 

• This takes too much time, so Hitler 
creates “killing 
centers” (concentration camps)



The Plight of  the St. Louis

• Coast Guard prevents passengers St. Louis from disembarking 

• Ship forced to return to Europe; most passengers killed in 
Holocaust



Forced Relocation

• Jews forced into ghettos, 
segregated areas in Polish 
cities 

• Some form resistance 
movements; others 
maintain Jewish culture 

• Sign reads “Jewish 
residential area–entry 
forbidden”



1942-1945

• Hitler’s “Final Solution”: term used 
by the Nazis to refer to their 
intentional and deliberate plan to 
murder and annihilate the Jewish 
people 

• Genocide–the systematic killing of  a 
large group of  people, usually based 
on ethnicity or heritage 

• Target Jews, gypsies, freemasons, 
Jehovah’s Witnesses, unfit Germans 

• Nazi death squads round up Jews, 
shoot them



Concentration Camps

• Many Jews taken to concentration camps 
or labor camps (families often separated) 

• Camps originally prisons; given to SS to 
warehouse “undesirables” 

• Prisoners crammed into wooden 
barracks, given little food 

• Work dawn to dusk, 7 days per week 

• Those too weak to work are killed



Mass Exterminations

• Germans build death camps; gas chambers used to kill 
thousands 

• On arrival, SS doctors separate those who can work 

• Those who can’t work immediately killed in gas chamber 

• At first bodies buried in pits; later cremated to cover up 
evidence 

• Some are shot, hanged, poisoned, or die from experiments



After 1945

• Nazi officers flee & 
destroy as much in the 
camps as possible to 
destroy evidence 

• Liberation efforts made 
by Britain, Soviet 
Union, & United States



The Survivors

• About 6 million Jews killed 
in death camps, massacres 

• Some escape, many with 
help from ordinary people 

• Some survive 
concentration camps 
(survivors forever changed 
by experience)


